In this issue:

> Reports
- Crawler excavators – the most popular machines of 2016

> Channels
- SaMoTer
- SIMA

> Agriculture
- 37.50M and 18.75 CM spaces on SOLODISC & TERRAFLEX
- VELoce – disc harrow
- How to prepare a good seedbed? Right! bedded your seeds are having...

> Construction
- TRANSPOTEC LOGITEC, SaMoTer and ASPHALTICA: 84,000 visitors in Verona...
- SANY Unveils New Machines Designed for the North American Market...
- IVECO Astra is exhibiting its top of the line HD9 model for mines and quarries...

> More industry news
- Bobcat Launches New Range of Rigid Frame Telehandlers
- Liebherr LTR 1220 telescopic crawler crane builds water basins for innovative energy...
- Steeldrill to launch Powertilt with Front Pin Lock technology in co-operation...
- Genie helps to provide shelter to earthquake victims, Italy

> Shows & Events
- BUILDAFRO KENYA 2017
- CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2017